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OverviewOverview
ØTag Recommendation in Social Bookmarks

ØPopularity Bias occurs while recommending tags to users

Ø Randomizing the tag recommendation process

Ø Aim to suggest ‘popular relevant’ tags after each user 

tagging actiontagging action

ØTag quality is reduced due to actions of malicious users 

and spam posts

ØInclude a simple feature based on previous user tagging 

statistics to detect spam posts.
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IntroductionIntroduction

Why recommend tags ??Why recommend tags ??
Ø Organize relevant items together

Ø Tags represent semantic concepts at the cognitive level

Ø Tagging is more of a social indexing processØ Tagging is more of a social indexing process

ØTags may help describe the contents of a particular page

ØTags may also enrich semantic quality of a resource which might 

be useful in search applications



Bandwagon problem in Tag recommendationBandwagon problem in Tag recommendation

Ø Users’ tendency to select from Tags suggested to them

ØCreates popularity bias 
ØAfter a period of time, suggestion set gets stagnated to a fixed set      
of tags

Just Click from Suggestion 
Set?

Think..., and type new one?



Bandwagon problem in Tag recommendationBandwagon problem in Tag recommendation



Tag Recommendation Algorithm(1/3)Tag Recommendation Algorithm(1/3)
Ø For each tag ‘t’ for a Resource R, we have two counts for it

- Total_Votes

-Votes_off_sugg (when  tag ‘t’ is not suggested to the user) 

Ø We assume that tags with higher votes_off_sug count to be more 

‘popular’ to a particular resource

ØRandomly replace a tag with a lesser votes_off_sug value.

ØIdea is to update the suggestion set whenever a ‘popular’ tag is 

encountered for a given resource for each user’s post.



Tag Recommendation Algorithm(2/3)Tag Recommendation Algorithm(2/3)

Initial Suggestion Set                        

User chosen Tags           User chosen Tags           

Tags Chosen by User          

Ø



Tag Recommendation Algorithm(3/3)Tag Recommendation Algorithm(3/3)

List 1                                                        Sorted List 2

ØFor Each Tag in Sorted List 2, Replace a tag in List 1 if its 

Votes_off_Sug value is greater than that of a tag in List 1

ØFinal Updated Suggestion Set



Need to Reinforce the Need to Reinforce the effeciencyeffeciency of algorithmof algorithm

ØAlgorithm based on frequency of tag suggestions

ØPossibility of system being mislead by spam attacks

ØNeed to minimize impact of ‘misleading’ posts in the ØNeed to minimize impact of ‘misleading’ posts in the 

recommendation process.



Spam Posts in Social bookmarking systemsSpam Posts in Social bookmarking systems

ØSpam is an ever-present problem

ØSocial systems are being increasingly vulnerable 

ØReduces the quality of tags denoting a particular ØReduces the quality of tags denoting a particular 

resource

ØMajor motive for spamming in social systems is for 

marketing purpose or to mislead a given resource.



Example for spamming in bookmarking systemsExample for spamming in bookmarking systems



Spam Posts in Social bookmarking systemsSpam Posts in Social bookmarking systems

• Spam posts have a degrading effect on tag 

Recommendation process

• Simulated a model manually where legitimate and spam 

users where made to annotate in the systemusers where made to annotate in the system

• Initially when spammers entered a system, the effect 

could be tolerated

• But after considerable amount of time, the performance 

deteriorated 



Spam Factor : Measure of Non Spam Tags in the Suggestion set

SF=No of Non Spam Tags / No of Spam Tags



Feature for Spam DetectionFeature for Spam Detection
Ø User level feature for detecting spammers

ØFeature calculated across a user’s single post and aggregated 

across all of his posts

ØSuppose if we have a history of user tagging statistics,

For each post of a user u ,

ØCalculate the probability of each tag belonging to that of a 

spammer set based on previous user tagging statistics

ØAggregate it throughout a user’s posts for all his resources
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GoalsGoals

Come up with a Tag recommendation system that 

ØRecommends popular tags for a given resource

ØPrevents the stagnation of a suggestion set of tags

ØRandomize the recommendation process to prevent   ØRandomize the recommendation process to prevent   

popularity bias 

ØIs capable handling spam posts and malicious behavior



Tag Recommendation SystemTag Recommendation System



Experiments and ResultsExperiments and Results
Ø Need to Measure how our Tag Recommendation Algorithm 

performs when compared to previously proposed F2MS Algorithm

Ø Evaluate how often ‘suggestion set’ changes

Ø Need to maximize the presence of ‘popular tags’ in the 

suggestion set and at the same time randomize the 

recommendation process

ØEvaluate the accuracy of the spam detection feature from based 

on a real dataset.



Experiments and ResultsExperiments and Results
Ø Stagnation Rate=

ØA set of three hundred bookmarks was tagged by twenty users

Ø Stagnation Rate (STR) measured for each bookmark at 

successive intervals for all user bookmarking actions

Ø Our Algorithm outperforms F2MS in terms of

àBeing More Randomized in recommending tags

àAt the same time ensures high quality tags are not removed 

from the suggestion set



Experiments and ResultsExperiments and Results

ØOur Tag Recommendation Algorithm has lower STR values when 

compared to F2MS algorithm implying it being more randomized

ØWe manually checked the quality of tags after each post and they

had a high degree of relevance to the corresponding bookmark  



Efficiency of Spam featureEfficiency of Spam feature
Ø Need to Measure the efficiency of predictive power of the spam 

feature

Ø Tested on real world dataset from Bibsonomy.org

Ø A set of 400 instances were used as training instances for the 

spam feature was calculated

ØChose a test set having equal Spammer : Non –spammer ratio

ØHighest accuracy in Classification obtained was 93.6 %



Efficiency of Spam featureEfficiency of Spam feature

ØAlmost all Classifiers performed very well

ØMore features such as Mutual Information between tags can be 

included to improve accuracy



ConclusionsConclusions
Ø The proposed algorithm was efficient in randomizing the 

recommendation process 

ØTended not to replace high quality tags from the suggestion set

ØReduced Popularity bias from occurring to a certain extent.

ØSimple features based on previous user tagging statistics have 

high efficiency for detecting spam posts

ØIssue of ‘How long to tolerate a spammer ??’  needs to be 

addressed



Thank You.!!! Thank You.!!! Thank You.!!! Thank You.!!! 



Questions?Questions?

pradeep.prabakar89@gmail.com


